
2015 General / Competition / Safety Rules:

-THESE RULES APPLY TO ALL DEMOLITION DERBY CLASSES -

1. You must wear a safety belt and a Z-90 full face helmet including chin guard. 
     (Snell 95 or newer)
2.  Full Fire suit, gloves and racing shoes are highly recommended!! Leather shoes/boots, long
     sleeve shirts and pants are required!
3.  Goggles or face shields required no exceptions.
4.   Vehicles must have working brakes at all times.
5.   All boundaries must be observed.
6.  NO DRINKING of alcoholic beverages in the pits or by anyone having a pit pass. 
      Anyone found under the influence of alcohol or drugs will be DQ’d. Drivers are responsible
      for the crews and friends/family.
7.   Cars are not permitted in the competition area before the heat in which they are in.
8.   A vehicle will be DQ’d if the driver’s door comes open.
9.   60 SECOND TIME LIMIT IS ENFORCED FOR RE-STARTS.
10.  30 SECONDS TO MAKE COMPETITIVE CONTACT WITH ANOTHER CAR. HITS MUST BE
       AGGRESSIVE. Simple contact within the time limit does not constitute combat and will be
       considered sandbagging.
11. All cars should be removed from the track 1 hour following the show.  
12. K. All competitors must stay in their derby area, until told to move!
13.   Must have a fire extinguisher within reach of the driver. Min. size 2.5lbs.
14.  You must be able to prove ownership of your vehicle to law enforcement authorities if 
        requested. Cars left behind must forfeit title to management.
15.   A 20 minute time limit will be imposed on all heat races.
16.  There will be a set of torches used to inspect frames at the end of the event, if deemed
       necessary.  Just because you passed tech at the start of the day does not mean you are 
       legal. The initial tech inspection is for obvious infractions and safety issues.  It is the decision 
       of the officials to determine what areas of the car, body, or frame they will cut apart.  It may 
       not be the same spot after each show.
17.  Drivers must remain in the vehicle with helmet, seatbelt and eye protection on until notified  

by an official that it is safe to exit the vehicle. 
18.  Driver’s door hits are illegal. If the hit is deemed by the official to be careless or intentional,  

you will be disqualified. If you use your driver’s door as a defense, we will not enforce the 
rules. If you use the door defense repeatedly you will be disqualified. 

19.  You are allowed one fire; second fire will be cause for disqualification.
20.  Fighting is prohibited and offenders will be prosecuted to the extent of the law!
21.  Roll over - if you roll over, it will be the officials discretion to let you continue to run.  
        This will depend on the safety of the car!


